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13,173
unique clicks

Members stay ahead
of the curve with
priority access to
important industry
news and information.
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EGT employed 

164
 new apprentices

        of new apprentices continuing to
the end of the year into 2024
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Host employers used
EGT services across

the year
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 $199,500free of charge
for members

741
hours of free
legal advice
for members

Commercial contracts

Enterprise agreements

Employment contracts,
IFA’s and policies

Debt collected

ECA Legal is still providing
some of the best legal advice
in the electrotechnology
industry, with our team of
experts representing members
in a wide range of matters. 
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TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE BASE (TKB)

12.5k90%

        of members used the 
Technical Hotline82.5%

Responded to 

enquiries!

 16,157In 2023, demand for our

technical services stayed

high. The technical team took

well over 1,000 enquiries per

month on a wide range of

technical matters.

47k
SAFETY

10,000+
Digital risk assessments and
electrical test sheets submitted
via ECA Safe Digital

safety consulting
hours for members

increase in
HSEQ users25%

185

Delivered Industry
Nights at 16 locations

across the state.
Partnered with Western
Power and Building and

Energy, keeping our
members up to date

with relevant changes
in the industry. 

Over                     event attendees

Record number of entries into
NECA WA Awards, with  
businesses and         apprentices

Held the inaugural Women’s
Industry Forum

2,OOO

52
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EVENTS 

CET train over
half of WA
electrical
mechanic
apprentices.

CET's current
apprentice completion
rate, well above the
national industry
average.
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 enrolled 

at CET2,100+   

94%
MEMBERSHIP

of members
used our
services in
the last 12
months

Full
business
members

1,645
Electrical

apprentice
members

771
Electrical

worker
members
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23,591
phone calls
and emails

50k 
in industry 
cash

2,000
15,000

units of 
competencies issued

hours of training
were delivered
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